An integral representation as a function of invariants is found for the Fourier transform of the matrix element between the vacuum and a one-particle state of the retarded commutator of two currents. A special case is a spectral representation for the vertex as a function of momentum transfer. The threshold in this representation is lower than that found in the usual perturbation theory.
The discussion of Euclidean Green's functions will be continued in another publication.
Note added il proof It h. -as not been suKciently emphasized in this paper that the term "Lorentz gauge, " as descriptive of a gauge in which there is no distinguished time-like vector, refers to a class rather than just the special gauge used in the paper. One can also introduce, for example, the transverse Lorentz gauge {here "transverse" has a four-dimensional space-time significance), characterized by (8) The result of these substitutions is the expression f h(x', px) = )' dkdp e(pk) exp( -ikx) )&exp(iPPx) 8 (O' -X')H (X', P), (9) or, for the Fourier transform of the commutator, f(k', pk) = I e"*dx h(x', px) dV dp e(pk+pp') STRUCTURE OF A typical situation is illustrated in Fig. 1 , and the corresponding domain for H(p, p) is shown in Fig. 2 An analogous representation can easily be derived for the matrix element of a commutator between two single-particle states with the same momentum.
e'2'*e'2»dxdy((j 1(x)&j 2(y))+~p) =5(k1+k2 -p)G+(k12, k22, p2), (18) (1) ' Karplus, Sommer6eld, and IA"ichmann, Phys. Rev. 111, 1187 (1958) .
